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Abstract 

Along with warranty service abuse, dispatch frauds are a huge concern area for major IT companies. A spare part 
dispatch by a service provider to the customer is ideally complimented by a faulty part being returned back by the 
customer. Hence, every part that the service provider sends to a customer is followed by the customer replacing the 
non-functional part and sending it back. Unfortunately, the service providers lose over millions of dollars globally to 
non-returned parts and system exchanges. Neither are the companies tracking whether the parts or systems are being 
returned or not, nor are there processes in place to predict if a particular dispatch is fraudulent. A deep understanding 
of the dispatch process, with inputs from various stakeholders like Technical Support, Logistics Provider and 
Customer is required. The objective of the paper is to analyse dispatch frauds and develop a methodology that helps 
in avoiding and catching a fraudulent dispatch before it takes place, and hence, save millions of dollars in parts intake 
and sent. The steps followed to build this methodology are: 
 

1. Recognizing and defining the metrics that help in identifying a machine on which a fraudulent dispatch has 
taken place  

2. Carrying out primary analysis to gain a deeper understanding of the data and the fraud process as a whole.  

3. Carrying out cluster analysis to group and characterize the features of such a machine and hence draw 
inference about possible machines on which fraud dispatch would have happened or can happen 

The propensity, of a machine to commit fraud, is used to flag the machine and serves as an alert when they contact 
the service provider for another dispatch. Subsequently, very high risk machines can be blocked for no future 
dispatches. 
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1. Introduction 

In today’s world, loopholes and workarounds are easy to find even in the most secure of the systems and processes. 
Especially with the cheap and easy access to tools and technology, it has become far simpler for hackers and fraudsters 
to commit crimes. In turn, the same tools and technology can assist detectives to analyze and find these criminals. 

One of the key challenges that most large IT organizations face in the times of a sluggish economy today is the 
balancing margins with customer satisfaction. Meanwhile, a number of entities, inside or outside the direct purview of 
the organization are investing concentrated efforts in duping the organization by millions of dollars by committing 
frauds – warranty, service or dispatch parts. Even though a large number or processes, manual or automatic, are usually 
in place to detect and prevent such frauds from taking place, it has still not been completely curbed.  

In order to reduce such frauds from taking place, and at the same time, to maintain customer experience, proper 
checks at important points have to be implemented, metrics have to be defined, and continuous blocking of suspects 
and deeper investigation has to be carried out.  

 
 



1.1. Parts Dispatch and Replacement Process 

In a typical scenario of service parts dispatch, the customer contacts the service provider in a situation of a failed 
or malfunctioning part(s). The service provider’s technical support wing communicates with the customer typically 
via email or telephone to diagnose the issue. In some cases, the technical support agent also tries to explain solution 
steps to the customer so that the part in the machine can be repaired by the customer himself in simple steps, hence 
avoiding the situation of sending an engineer to the customer’s location.  

In cases where the issue cannot be solved by the customer – because the technical support agent diagnosed the 
problem to be more complicated or requiring a replacement, the agent books a case or service request and sends the 
information across simultaneously to the field engineer team and the logistics team. The field engineer team allots a 
member for the case and passes on the customer and the issue details to him. Meanwhile, the logistics team sends the 
replacement parts to the customer location, where the field engineer can visit at a convenient time to repair the faulty 
part with these replacement parts. Sometimes, the field engineer picks up the replacement parts himself, and reaches 
the customer location. It becomes important that the agent has diagnosed the issue correctly, asking proper questions 
to the customer, since the replacement part that the logistics team sends to the customers is entirely dependent on this 
diagnosis exercise. 

At the customer location, the field engineer examines the machine and the faulty part, carries out replacement with 
the new part, and takes back the faulty part. The field engineer has to send the faulty part to the repair center where 
the part is either repaired or scrapped.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. A typical parts dispatch process 

1.2. Problem Statement  

The service provider may face the following situations during a parts dispatch process: 
x The customer contacts the service provider frequently, asking for replacement parts. 
x The customer passes incorrect information about his name, address, phone number, machine number to 

confuse the service provider. 
x The customer refuses to give back the faulty part to the field engineer, stating reasons like – the part has 

been thrown, the part has been already sent to the service provider etc. 
x The machine number on which the replacement part has been ordered has not yet been sold, which implies, 

it is still in the retailer stock. 
x The shipping address stated by the customer is different than the billing address. 

 
This is not an exhaustive list. There might be various other such situations arising in front of the service provider. 

But the dispatch is still sent to the customer so as to avoid a hit on the customer satisfaction metric. Also, there is 
always a chance that the dispatch is a genuine dispatch and hence, to avoid a mistake with a genuine customer, the 
service provider does not hold any dispatch, and in turn loses millions of dollars on the frauds. 



 
The current state and the desired state can be depicted as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. A depiction of current and desired states in case on parts dispatch fraud 

 

1.3. Defining the Metrics 

The first step in the process of building an engine to predict dispatch frauds is to collect data. A suitable and 
trustworthy data source is chosen (which is specific to a service provider) to collect a list of all those dispatches which 
are confirmed as fraudulent. This dataset can be at the dispatch level, service request level or machine number level. 
It has to be noted that the machine number is a unique identifier for each machine that is produced. Hence, we now 
have a dataset with (for example) a machine number column and a flag column that indicates whether the machine, in 
its entire history, ever had a spare part dispatch that was fraudulent or not. For our analysis, we used the data at the 
machine number level. 

This set of confirmed fraudulent machines is merged with a larger population of all the machine number that ever 
had a dispatch with them in the last 1 year. This gives us a large dataset to work with, and also compare the confirmed 
fraudulent machines with the non-confirmed machines and draw a contrast. So as to draw comparison between the 
two distinct sets of machines, it is required to quantify the process in the form of relevant and suitable metrics. The 
metrics decided to carry out the analysis are listed as follows: 

 
x Number of dispatches: This refers to the count of distinct dispatches that have taken place on a machine, in 

its entire history. A high ‘number of dispatches’ corresponding to a machine indicates suspicious behavior. 
 
x Rate of change of phone numbers: This metric is the number of distinct phone numbers by which a dispatch 

has been ordered for that machine divided by the total number of distinct dispatches for that machine. This 
metric indicates the frequency of change of phone numbers on a single machine. A high value of this metric 
indicates suspicious behavior. 
 

x Rate of change of Email address: This metric is the number of distinct email addresses by which a dispatch 
has been ordered for that machine divided by the total number of distinct dispatches for that machine. Similar 
to the Rate of change of phone numbers, a high value of this metric indicates a suspicious behavior. 
 

x Rate of change of postal code: This metric is calculated by dividing the number of distinct postal codes on 
which the dispatches have been delivered for that machine divided by the total number of dispatches. As 
mentioned above, a high value of this metric indicates suspicious behaviour. 
 

x Frequency of dispatches: This is the average number of days between consecutive dispatches on a machine. 
A low number indicates a fraudulent behaviour. 
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x Age of the machine: This is the number of days from the time of purchase and use of the system till present 
(the day data was collected). Older the machine, higher are the chances of its parts failing.  
 

x Major parts dispatched: This metric calculates the total number of high value parts dispatched on a machine 
in its entire history. The definition of high value is specific to the service provider. 
 

x Segment: This depicts the segment of industry to which the customer belongs to – if it is a store retailer, an 
online retailer, direct sales etc. 
 

For all practical purposes, we have restricted our analysis to a single country and a single commodity and the time 
frame taken for the analysis is 1 year. 

 

1.4. Primary Analysis 

After arranging the data in the form of rows and columns, with the metrics as the field items, primary analysis is 
carried out. This exercise is to understand the data in a comprehensive and detailed manner. This can be done in 
Microsoft Office Excel spreadsheet. 

 As a part of the primary analysis, 2 steps are followed: 
 

x Create a ‘Fraud Map’: This is done by calculating the percentage of confirmed fraud cases in each city/region 
out of the total known fraud cases, and arranging the percentages in decreasing order. This gives a clear 
picture of the high-suspect regions and helps in catching a network that might be operational in the top 2-3 
regions. 
 

x One on one comparison of dispatches per machine – threshold setting: This step incorporates calculating the 
percentage of machines with confirmed fraud cases arranged in the increasing order of dispatches per 
machine. The same arrangement is carried out for the overall population all the non-confirmed machines. 
The dataset looks like below: 
The difference between the percentage values in each category gives an idea about the deviation in the 
characteristics of the confirmed fraud data and the overall population. As seen in the above figure, 20% of 
confirmed fraud machines had a single dispatch, while among the overall population of machines, 63% had 
a single dispatch. 17% of the overall confirmed fraud machines had 2 dispatches which is more than the 
corresponding percentage in the overall population (the difference being 4%). Moving on to the next row, 3 
dispatches per machine, the percentage in the confirmed fraud is more than that of the overall population, 
and so on. It can therefore be inferred that the fraudulent machines are more likely to have equal to or more 
than 2 dispatches in such a case. Hence, 2 dispatches per machine is set as the threshold, and the cluster 
analysis is carried out for all the cases where the number of dispatches on each machines is equal to or more 
than 2. 

 
  

1.5. Segmentation, Prediction and Inferences: Cluster Analysis 

With the metric data of all the machines that ordered 2 or more than 2 dispatches, and the list of the confirmed 
fraud machines, the next step is to bucketize every machine into the risk segments. This is done using the cluster 
analysis techniques. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Segmentation of overall population of machines into risk buckets using confirmed fraud cases 

The data is fed into suitable software (R or JMP can be used to the purpose) and cluster analysis is run. The model 
gives results as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 5. Cluster Analysis for predicting fraudulent dispatch fraud cases – A depiction  

As depicted in the above figure, the “+” sign denotes all the machines that are confirmed fraudulent cases, while 
the dots represent the machines in the overall population. There are two major points that can be inferred from the 
cluster analysis: 

x The different segments will have different numbers of confirmed fraudulent machines. The segment with the 
largest number of fraud machines (the red coloured segment in Fig. 5) represents the high risk bucket, since 
this segment has the highest number of confirmed fraudulent machines.  

x The propensity of a machine in the population to commit (or to have committed) a fraud can be calculated 
by measuring the distance from the nearest confirmed fraud case. Lesser the distance, higher is the probability 
of it being a fraud case. The distance can also be measured using the centroid of all the fraud cases in that 
segment 

 
 
 
 



In this manner, all the machines that have already contacted the service provider can be analysed for their propensity 
to carrying out a fraudulent dispatch. These machines can be flagged and rated so that the next time they contact the 
service provider, further and deeper scrutiny can be implemented on a case by case basis. Machines with extremely 
high propensity can be blocked or banned from taking any more dispatches. Furthermore, any new machine ordering 
a parts dispatch from the service provider can be included in the analysis and the cluster analysis can be run, making 
this methodology more robust. Also, not only does this analysis cover the machines that have already contacted the 
service provider, it also makes way for the new machines. 
 
This methodology can be replicated to all the regions/countries and for all the commodities that the service provider 
sends as spare parts dispatch. 
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